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CPO's Pen

Ms. Nitya Arora
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Looking at the beautiful yet long
journey that we have had over
these 6 months makes me ecstatic.  
It is overwhelming for me to see
how war we have come, but the
thrill to keep going is unparalleled.
The never ending brainstorming
sessions with these creative minds
that I get to work with every single
day (with free rant sessions), are
usually the highlight of my days.
But the most dearest memory that

I treasure of the organization is me having to leave. With the
unprecedented college hours and hundreds of assignments, the
pressure started to kick in. With no option left, I  had to take a
break. But as they say, you can take the girl out of visionific, but
you can never take visionific of the girl (yes, I am a diehard
bollywood fan.) This was my realization that no matter how rough
things get, you should always follow your passion and what you
love! And that's what we believe and work for at The Visionific
Organization. 
With a lot of fresh talent, the plans for the upcoming weeks are
enthralling. So tighten your seat belts for we are about to take
you on a rollercoster ride with us!

Until then stay happy and stay safe!



ART BY SAAKHI DEWAN
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On the occasion of World Happiness Day on 20 March 2021, Team Visionific
launched its Hapiness Campaign: Muskurahat. We, at Visionific believe that
every emotion is important to be felt . So, to celebrate the existence of the
emotion called joy which brings a smile on our face, we did numerous activities
through our Instagram and Facebook pages. First and foremost was our wish
post in which we put our heart and soul. Our only aim was to make our readers
smile. 

Further, we also posted about the history
and significance of this day. To reiterate,
the International Day of Happiness is
celebrated throughout the world on the
20th of March. It was established by the
United Nations General Assembly on 28
June 2012. The General Assembly was
conscious that the pursuit of happiness is 

a fundamental human goal, and recognized the need for a more inclusive,
equitable and balanced approach to economic growth that promotes
sustainable development, poverty eradication, happiness and the well-being of
all peoples. So, it decided to proclaim 20 March the International Day of
Happiness. Lastly, we also posted this or that questions about simple things in
life which bring us joy. The aim behind this endeavour was to remind the
audience that it is about the little things in life. Like ice-cream on a sunny day
or hot chocolate on a rainy one, there are million little ways to make oneself
happy and care for oneself.

Happiness  i s  when
what you th ink ,  what
you say ,  and what  you
do are in  harmony .

MUSKURAHAT
Visionific’s Happiness Campaign
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Hey Amigos!

Welcome to the Insight-April 2021.
Every month at Visionific has been different since the day it was
established. But from Planning, to Debating, to Execution and
then Reviewing the whole of month is rather a fun task now.

Unlike the other months, the last month was not much of a boost
when it comes to events due to the academic factor of all the
members. But we are back with double the enthusiasm to define
new perspectives and hope to make this April a productive one.

And yes, the Star Member Of The Month part has been my
favourite and am really happy to have this title for myself again.

To many more months of hard work and teamwork!

Regards
Mansi Sancheti
Managing Director

MANSI SANCHETI
STAR MEMBER OF THE MONTH (MARCH)
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College life is the most cherished time of one's life where an individual is
exposed to new challenges, experience things that he/she has never done before
and above all gives a headstrong start to their career. 

To enjoy college life, a physical place is must because it 's not only about
studies now, college life is much more than that. 

But Unfortunately, since last year, Colleges are closed and everything has
shifted online. 

Online system is not that bad as it provides all the necessary study material
and knowledge required to pass the final exams but it has clearly deprived
students of the exposure and experience of a real college life. 

Following are a few things which students might have been doing if COVID-19
had not ruined it all .

1 . Bunking Lectures :- It is well known that we come to college to study and
bunking lectures is not really a good thing but sometimes bunking lectures is
fun. It can be for any reason like roaming out with friends or getting engaged
in any society meeting. In both the cases it provides student with a sense of 

COVID Vs College
by Arshita Dua
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adventure and exploration opportunities. Also, even in online system there are
many students who don't really attend classes but the worst part is this bunking
of lecture won't give the same pleasure which we could get before. 

2. Physical Campus :- Since everything has come online, Google meet and Zoom
has become our classrooms unlike before there was a great enthusiasm to go to
college, dress well , meet friends, hangout after classes, chilling in college
ground and ranting our day long stories in canteen. 

3. Friendship Circle :- In order to explore, it is necessary to meet new people,
learn about them and get to know things which we never knew and expand our
vision. Friends are the life saviour of our college life! Hanging around in
campus, cracking jokes and making memories is one of the best parts of college
life. 

4. Freshers/ Farewell/ Fest :- Since college life is not all about studies , it hosts
many events like freshers, fest and farewell where one gets a chance to enjoy
as well as manage these events and brush up their skills along with having real
fun. 

5. Physical Exams :- we are well aware of the fact that exams are one of the
most hated part of any life but they are certainly necessary. Since the
introduction of this online exams no one really took studies seriously and the
importance of exams has faded a bit. 

But if it was physical the month before the actual exam date then life would
have turned around!! Students would have been a lot more serious towards
studies. Preparing day and night to write an exam and when finally the exams
get over the tension free attitude after exam, party has everyone's heart. 
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These were a few things that students are deprived
off in their current college life. But every situation
comes up with both positive and negative factors.

Whole new normal and this inclination towards the
virtual world has led us to  explorations and ideas
and to think outside the box. Nevertheless, let's hope
to get back to offline very soon. Till then, wear a
mask and keep yourself and others safe!
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The pandemic started in 2020, but attained centre-stage attention towards the end of March,
with the declaration of lockdown. While the lockdown paved our way into, what we all believe
to be, the most dreadful year of our lives, it did shower us with hoards of opportunities to
explore ourselves, and draw our path of success and accomplishment. 

The entire phase of this lockdown brought in various changes in all of us, both mentally and
physically. At the same time, the pandemic has played a major role in our psychological
cycles. The discussion on the psychological impact of pandemic can run for pages. However,
the current situation of the pandemic has a wider concern for every individual and their
healthy cycle.

For over a year now, the pandemic has taken a toll on all of us, and we have had to go
through ups and downs in terms of the number of cases reported so far. For instance, the first
wave saw a gradual increase in the number of cases. However, as time passed, the cases
started to shoot up which ultimately resulted in a haphazard situation. After several months
of confinement, there seemed to be a ray of hope flashing right in front of us, when that
mark of cases started dwindling. However, that ray of hope seems to have disappeared again
as the cases currently have known no bounds, and are climbing in an invincible manner. 

Current Situation of the
Pandemic in India

by Prarthna Jhawar
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Fortunately, various companies and even the government have been taking vast
measures to prevent the outrage of corona virus, by extensively carrying out
vaccination drives and ensuring that it reaches the entire diverse population of
the country.

There have been outbursts of diverse variants of corona virus in different
countries, and vatious samples of India are perhaps attacked by a new "double
mutant" corona virus, that has further adverse symptoms and effects. Moreover,
India is believed to be strained by the second uncontrollable wave of corona
virus, as has been detected in many countries. All of this implies how urgently
we need to adhere to the safety measures that the Government is taking for our
own welfare.

The two vaccines, that are presently being used in India, are Covishield and
Covaxin. While both have proven to be largely effective in building of a strong
immune system, both have their own repercussions too. For instance, despite
their success, they do warn symptoms of fever, cough/cold, nausea after their
intake, as is inevitable in case of every vaccine. 

Alongside, there have also been cases of mysterious deaths due to the intake of
vaccine. While some news channels report that these information are
inaccurate, others claim the allegations are true. There is ambiguity with
respect to these cases, as a probe into the same has been going on for a while
now.

Nevertheless, both the vaccines do ensure maximum safety and security to the
citizens. 

However, the myth rolling around these vaccines needs to busted immediately,
as most of the people think that once they have been vaccinated, there is no
possibility of them testing positive for corona virus. It is crucial in these testing
times, for us to respect the capacity of these vaccines and take necessary
precautions even after its intake, as doing the opposite will only aggravate the
situation of the pandemic in our country.

As respectful and wise individuals, we all must take necessary precautions
regardless of vaccination to ensure that all the others around us are safe and
secure.

This way, we all will soon attain swaraj from this ferocious pandemic.
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I DON'T WANT TO
LOOK BACK & THINK

"I COULD HAVE EATEN THAT"

Follow for more mouth watering pictures 

@mansee_captures_food



Welcome to first reading of Visioni-Food.
Here we will be presenting a series of some exciting recipes every month! 

So here is Gulab Jamun at Home

Ingredients required:
5 slices of Bread
White Sugar
Saffron
Small Cardamom (Green)
Milk (Half a cup)
Water

Prep Time
15 minutes

Cook Time
10 minutes

Serving Size
4-5 people

Procedure:
• Take 5 slices of medium size white bread. Cut the side crumbs and grind it in    
a mixer till the texture becomes fine. 
• Then start adding milk to the grinded bread in parts. Do not add it all at
once. Keep adding little by little while making a dough.
• Set aside for 15 minutes. 

• Now, let's make the sugar syrup. In a pan, boil 1 cup water and then add 1 cup
of sugar to it after the water has come to the boiling point.  
• Then, add 2 crushed small cardamom and few strands of saffron according to
your taste. Let it boil . Turn off the burner when it has become thin and sticky. 

Visioni-Food
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• Now back to the dough we had
kept aside. Make small balls out of
the dough. You can choose to stuff
it with dry fruits like cashews,
pistachios and almonds. But, that is
totally optional!
• After the balls have been
prepared, deep fry them until they
become brown in colour. 

• Then add them to the already
prepared sugar syrup.

And Gulab Jamun is ready! Best
served hot. But you can also
refrigerate for few hours if you like
it cold.

We hope you're as excited for the
next month's edition of Visioni-
Food! See ya fam!
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The Trendy Pandemic
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APRIL

Bingo & Ludo: Tons of bingo games were made and played varying from cross
what you miss about school/college to cross out what you've done during
lockdown. Online Ludo was just too addicting for anyone to stop. People of all
ages played online with their friends or with random people over the internet.

Dalgona Coffee: Who knew making hot coffee would become the trend? This
trend started after a TV show clip of South Korean actor Jung Il Woo trying
whipped coffee at a cafe in Macau was uploaded onto YouTube in January,
according to a detailed history of the beverage from VICE. Commentators on
the show said that the drink looked like dalgona candy, a Korean-style
honeycomb toffee made by melting sugar and then stirring in a small amount
of baking soda. 

Mugshot Challenge: This challenge started out with people posting pictures
with smuged makeup on themself posing infront of blank white walls and then
turned got hyped up as people started showcasing their makeup skills but soon
faced critisism as it seemed to be insensitive towards people who have actual
bruises which are hard to hide by makeup. 

MAY

Quarantine MasterChef: Being at home while keeping precautions and not
being able to order food from restaurants and snack joints, everyone suddenly
found their skills in the kitchen. Tons of food pictures were posted all over
social media. People baked cakes, found their love for spicy food and even
realised that the kitchen is not their friend.

Discovering K-Pop, K-Drama & Anime: Many people started binging Korean
dramas and anime and also started obsessing over K-pop songs during
lockdown.

Self Portraits: Artists improved their skills and other people discovered their
artistic skills of making DIYs, paintings, sketching, etc.
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JUNE

Black Lives Matter: Even though this protest started in the year 2013, it gained
more support in the year 2020 when aprotests peaked on June 6, when half a
million people turned out in nearly 550 places across the United States of
America. This protest while physically took place in USA, it at the same time
took place in majority parts of the world online, mainly through social media.

JULY

'Kya Karoon Main Itni Sundar Hoon Toh’: This song went viral after musician
Yashraj Mukhate gave it his own touch and soon became a great trend on
TikTok. People would post transition videos or funny videos with this audio.

Phir Hera Pheri Memes: With this amazing 2006 released comdey bollywood
movie, the meme industry has quite a few great templates. The " 21 Din Mei
Paisa Double" dialogues has been used for many meme templates and was
found everywhere on social media in this month.

AUGUST

Instagram Reels introduced: With TikTok being banned in India during July
end, Instagram were smartly introduced it 's new feature "Instagram Reels"
which was a lot like TikTok. Users of the app can now make 15 seconds to 30
seconds videos using a audio background after choosing the audio from a large
variety a sounds available.

Savage Love Dance: Jason Derulo released his new song called "Savage Love"
in the month of July, but it gained a fan base in the month of August with many
people dancing on the main verse.

Love Story Remix Dance: Taylor Swift's most famous song Love Story was made
into a remix by Thadeus Labuszewski, also known as Disco Lines on TikTok.
With a faster pace and more upbeat version of the original song, this song
went viral with users dancing  a particular step.

'Rasode Me Kaun Tha': A pretty normal scene from a StarPlus daily soap called
"Saath Nibhana Saathiya" was turned into a catchy music audio by Yashraj
Mukhate. People went crazy over this audio and laughed too much on its
memes.
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SEPTEMBER

Biggini shoot song: Again Yashraj Mukhate turned a segment of an episode
from a television reality 'Emotional Atyachar' into a song including a short rap
segment written by an artist called SHAD3.

OCTOBER

Travel Throwbacks: Already 6 months in lockdown, people did start missing the
outside world and travelling. On social media, people started posting pictures
of themselves and the places they have previously visited to.

Quarantine Routine: Influencers and others started sharing their routine on
how to be safe and healthy physically, mentally and emotionally. In this
stressful period, getting tips helped many people to stay calm and happy.

NOVEMBER

Mad At Disney: This is a song by singer Salem Ilese which was released on July
24, 2020 but gained popularity in the ending months of the year 2020. The
song speaks about the disappointment in reality as opposed to what Disney
movies show. Many people used this song to show self confidence, independence
and the theme that no women needs a guy to save her, she herself can be her
own hero. 

DECEMBER

Main Tera song: This trend has either called out all the couples to show us their
cute relationship pictures or has called you single in 284619 ways. The ending
verses of the title track of the movie Kalank (2019 film) has been used.

Twada kutta Tommy: Yashraj Mukhate had once again lead everyone into a
frenzy. He used Bigg Boss contestant, Shehnaaz Gill ’s dialogue, ‘ . . . .Meri koi
feelings nahi hai? Twada kutta Tommy, sada kutta kutta’ and added bhangra
beats to it . The internet definitely went crazy and tons of reels have been
posted using this audio but individual creativity. 
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JANUARY

Drivers License: Olivia Rodrigo released another single known as "Divers
License" which may have had caused her fanbase to go wild. Many videos have
been posted where the girlfriend tells her boyfriend to break up with her for 5
minutes so that she can feel the depth of the song.

Flash Warning: This was a huge trend where users editted their videos with a
flash warning effect and uploaded it on TikTok and Instagram Reels. It was a
fun trend where fiction and non-fiction characters could be imitated.

FEBRUARY

Emoji Makeup: Various beauticians and people interested in makeup started
designing and wearing makeup looks based on emojis which can be found in our
keypads.

Funny TED Talks: A trend was started where people used the particular TED
Talk filter and posted videos of saying true yet funny stuff under the
impression of giving a TED Talk.

'Yeh humari pawri ho rahi hai' : A Pakistan-based social media influencer
posted a video of saying this dialogue but after Yashraj Mukhate gave his own
twist, the audio went viral online.

MARCH

Turning what they said into inspirational quotes trend: Many people using a
particular audio in the background post a video of aesthetic pictures with
ordinary and lame things his/her mother/friend/boyfriend/girlfriend say.
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Political Science & Psychology
Most probable questions
Exam Ready in 30 Hours
Notes for Every Topic

93115-29455
Simran Dewan

87997-88306
Prerna Dewan

FRENCH LANGUAGE COACHING IS ALSO AVAILABLE.

For Students of Class 5-10th

All Subjects
Expert Tutors
Personal Mentoring
Low Batch Strength

Crash Course for Class 12th
Starting at

₹1,999/-

Starting at

₹799/-

FREE TRIAL CLASSES | ONLINE & OFFLINE BATCH

Admission
2021

Open Now!



Greetings dear reader,

We, at Visionific have always wanted to aid students in polishing and honing
their skills. So, here we launch Likhavat, a platform for readers, writers and
poets to showcase their talents to our audience base. So, we invite entries in any
form of writing or poetry. We shall publish the best ones in the upcoming
editions of our monthly newsletter as well as on our blog. 

RULES OF PARTICIPATION
1. Entry fee is Rs. 0.
2. There is no maximum limit to the number of pieces you wish to send.
3. No kind of writing or poetry is off the table. We welcome book reviews and
movie reviews too!
4. Our internal jury will decide which articles and pieces shall be published in the
newsletter and/or on our website.
5. The decision of the jury will be final and binding.
6. Last date to send your entries will be 28 April 2021.
7. You can mail us all the entries on: prerna@thevisionific.com.
8. Kindly write the subject line as: Likhavat, YOUR NAME.
9. Do enclose your contact details like Name, Phone number, Email address and
Name of School/ College in the body of the mail. 
10. If the instructions are not followed coherently, we reserve the right to reject
the entry.
11. Few special prizes will be given to extraordinary writings and pieces.

Regards,
Team Visionific

LIKHAVAT
Visionific's Endeavour to promote writer and poets
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Adorning your  health  better !

Prerna
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       vivekdewan20@gmail.com 
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